
Aesop’s Fables:  The Lion and the Mouse 
Reading Mini Unit 

THEME:  Moral of the Story A Kindness is never waste. 

1. Knowing the difference between a Villain and a Hero. 

2. Studying the Hero’s Journey through different eyes. 

3. Determining the characters as Villain or Hero. 

4. Explaining why it takes courage to be kind and caring. 

5. “Have Courage and Be Kind” 

Character Education Trait:  

Kind, Caring, and Courageous 

It takes courage to be kind and caring.  It starts with showing compassion for 

yourself and for others. Kindness helps you appreciate others, even when they 

may not act in a way that appears to deserve that tolerance. Courage helps 

you live with integrity, even when you are fearful of the consequences. As an 

example, at times in our lives it will take great courage to treat someone well. 

Sometimes you have to be cruel to be kind by telling the truth, even if it hurts, 

to help another person. 

Grade Level: PreK-5th 

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS 
How does the plot drive the story?  Why does the great, mighty Lion allow the tiny mouse?  Why does the mouse 

keep his word and save the Lion?  Why does it take courage to be a kind and caring individual? 

VOCABULARY WORDS 
Unexpectedly Fright Haste Spare 

Repay Amused Generous Stalking 

Prey Toils Hunter Angry 

Struggling Gnawed Courageous Swahili 

WHOLE GROUP INSTRUCTION 
The teacher will read the story aloud to the students and explain to the students that the Lion King’s name is 

Simba.  Simba is the Swahili word for lion, which means “king,” “strong,” and “aggressive.”  Various questions 

will be addressed.  Ask students if they have ever read stories about characters, like villains, who are in denial and 

think they do not need others for help occasionally. Ask students if there are other similar stories about heroes on a 

Hero’s Journey or heroes that use their strength to help others without complaining. 

SUPPLEMENTAL READING/ARTICLE 
These supplemental reading books are available online.  Just Google and type in the name of the book and be 

sure to add ‘free online’ at the end of the book name. 

1. All About Lions on GetEpic! 

2. Cinderella free online at Read.Gov 

3. Cinderella free online at Stories to Grow By 

4. A Little Spot of Courage free online by Kid Time Story Time on YouTube 

5. The Rough-Faced Girl by Rafe Martin free online from Internet Archive at Archive.org 

6. Yeh Shen Read Aloud free online at YouTube 

7. The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis free online at Project Gutenberg 

8. An Old Lion and a Greedy Traveler free online at Stories for Kids Bedtime 

9. Nero the Circus Lion by Richard Barnum free online at Project Gutenberg 

10. The Circus School free online at Story Berries 

11. Poppy by Avi free online at Scribd.com 

12. The Lion King entire book free online at books-libraryonline 

SMALL GROUP INSTRUCTION 
The teacher will read The Lion and the Mouse with the students.  The teacher will explain that the word Simba 

stands for Lion.  Simba, which is Swahili means “king,” “strong,” and “aggressive.”   

 



 

Students will gather in small groups to compare the characters in The Lion and the Mouse.  The teacher will give 

each small group a copy of a story. The following character questions will be explored: 

1. What characteristics do the characters/objects in each book demonstrate? 

2. What lessons can people learn from the stubbornness and persistence shown in the story? 

3. What lessons can people learn about whining and complaining? 

4. How does the plot drive the story? 

Ask students these questions for reading comprehension: 

1. What is the main idea of the story? 

2. What happened in the story? 

3. What do you think was the most important part of the story? 

4. Did something happen that changed the outcome of the story? 

5. What was the character's mission? 

6. Why did the character make this choice? 

7. Why did [event] happen? 

8. How should the story have ended? 

FURTHER DISCUSSION 

People often believe that the ones who have courage are blessed in life.  In this story the mouse shows her courage 

by being willing to respond fearlessly despite the anxiety and worry that might be tugging at her. The mouse knew 

that one of the best ways to be courageous is to understand what she was afraid of and then refused to allow that 

fear to paralyze her. 

Full Class 
What makes a hero a “good hero” in a book who shows courage and kindness?  Should a hero be stubborn or 

modest and kind?  Besides strength, what other ways can a hero prove herself to be strong in mind and strong in 

character. The teacher will read the book “All About Lions”.  and then have students research all the books, poems, 

movies, and songs that help the students identify the different cats of the world to include lions.  Each student will 

present his findings in class.  If any student is unsure how to approach this activity, pair him up with another 

student in the class. 

1. Courage overcomes fear. 

2. It takes kindness and caring to be courageous. 

The lion has been called “The King of the Jungle” but lions do not live in the jungle.  Lions are the kings of the 

jungle because of their raw power and strength. Lions fear no other animals, however, like a king lions do have 

enemies. The lion's worst enemy is the hyena. Hyenas eat the same food as lions, so the lions and the hyenas often 

come into conflict over food. The only other enemy the lions have is people. 

All students will go online to research the continent of Africa.   Students in small groups will find two or three 

websites that appear to help in giving them more knowledge than others then report their findings to the teacher, 

who will put these websites up on the board and ask students to save these websites in their laptops for future 

reference. 

Gifted 

Students will research the different countries of Africa where lions live.  Students can pair up 

or work individually to choose one country from the countries below that have lions for 

research.  Students will need to find research that show the environments and conditions for 

survival that the lions need to stay live, then create Microsoft Power Points for their 

presentations. 

1. Botswana 4. Zambia 7. Namibia 10. Uganda 

2. Mozambique 5. Tanzania 8. Kenya 11. India 

3. Zimbabwe 6. Angola 9. South Africa     

  



 

Special Education 

Students in small groups will research the different types of lions around the world.  Students 

in small groups will research the lion of their choice and create a Microsoft Power Point 

Presentation demonstrating why there are so few lions in the world. 

The list of choices is below: 

1. Katanga Lion (Southwest African lion) 5. Congo Lion (Northeast Congo lion) 

2. Transvaal Lion (Southeastern lion) 6. Barbary lion 

3. Nubian Lion (East African lion) 7. Asiatic lion 

4. West African lion   

DIFFERENTIATED ACTIVITIES 

Language Arts: 

Students will write stories about themselves meeting a lion and having the courage to talk to it.  

Students can use dialogue to have a conversation with the lion if they like.  Students can choose 

any tool to make that will help them make a presentation on their story, but the story must be 

typed and readable.   

Poetry: 
Students will write poems about either a lion or like a mouse, as in the story Poppy.  The poems 

will need to be typed so that they can be gathered in a booklet for each student to take home. 

Geography: 

Geography is the study of the natural features of the earth’s surface, including topography, 

climate, soil, vegetation, and man’s response to them.  After looking up maps of Africa, students 

will use their own medium (crayons, colored pencils, markers, etc. to create their own 

maps of Africa, making sure they include the landforms and a Key for the map.   

Mathematics: 
A lion ate 11.4 kg of meat one day and 14.6 kg of meat the next day. How many kilograms of 

meat did it eat across the two days? 

Science: 

The first lions known on this planet are the Cave lions.   

They are known to have been fierce and very hungry.  Cave lions known for eating Cave bear 

cubs and reindeer for food but why did the Cave lions become extinct since those animals still 

exist today?  Students in small groups or as individuals will create a medium to use in presenting 

their findings on the Aurochs.   

Transitional Activities 
1. Get their attention. 4. Prep them for what's about to happen. 

2. Give directions. 5. Signal the start of the transition. 

3. Observe & redirect individual students 6.  

Activities Across Other Subjects (Possible Learning Centers) 

Language Arts/Grammar: 

Story Driver: The mechanism by which the plot is moved forward. Plot is the 

sequence of connected events that make up a narrative in a novel. Generally, a plot in 

fiction builds up to a climax and ends in a resolution at the finish of the story. Every 

story revolves around a central issue, but that central issue only becomes a problem 

when an action or a decision sets events into motion. If an action gets things going, 

then many decisions may follow in response.  A plot planner worksheet is attached at 

the end of this lesson for the stories written for this lesson. 

Writing: 

Students will be asked to write a nonfiction story about a cave lion.  Students will 

need to plot out their story to give perspective on the environment of this animal, 

what happens to the animal, and how the story ends (happily or not).   

History: 

Big cats, such as the lion, have skeletons that are similar to each other.  The skeletons 

basically look like the skeletons of our housecats, only bigger.  Students will use a 

Venn diagram to compare the skeleton of the Cave Lion to the housecat.  Students 

will write a paper on these similarities and differences. 

  



 

 

    
Cave Lion Skeleton Housecat Skeleton 

Mathematics: 

Lions live in groups called prides. These prides usually consist of as many as 15 

lionesses and their young, and 3 adult males. An average lion's body is 4 1/2 to 6 1/2 

feet long, and their tails are 26 1/4 inches long to 3 1/4 feet. They can also grow up to 3 

1/2 feet high.  If each lioness weighs about 400 pounds, how many pounds would 

they weigh altogether? 

Science: 

Knowing Lion Scientific Classification is important when studying this animal 

scientifically rather than just looking at the lion as a beautiful predator. Using their 

laptops, students will be asked to find the answers to these questions. 

QUESTIONS ANSWERS 

1. Kingdom: 1. Animalia 

2. Phylum: 2. Chordata 

3. Class: 3. Mammalia 

4. Order: 4. Carnivora 

5. Family: 5. Felidae 

6. Genus: 6. Panthera 

7. Species: 7. Leo 

MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCE ACTIOVITIES (Possible Learning Centers) 

Bodily-Kinesthetic: 

Students will play Red Lion, a wildly popular game for kids. A place is marked out at 

one side or end of the ground called the den. In this stand one player who is called Red 

Lion. The other players choose one of their number as a chief who does not run but 

stands at one side and directs the movements of the others. The chief calls “Loose” to the 

Red Lion. After hearing this signal, the lion is free to run out whenever he chooses. The 

players venture near to the den taunting the lion with the lines. 

“Red Lion Red Lion come out of your den 

Whoever you catch will be one of your men.” 

When the Red Lion thinks the players are sufficiently near to give him a good 

opportunity to catch one, he makes a sudden sortie and catches any player that he can. 

The player is not his prisoner until the Lion has held him and repeated three times “Red 

Lion”. Both the Lion and his prisoner must hurry back to the den as all of the other 

players may turn upon them at once to drive them back with blows. This is generally 

restricted to hitting with caps. Thereafter when the Red Lion issues forth he must take 

the prisoner with him hand in hand both endeavoring together to catch one of the other 

players by putting their arms over his head. The Red Lion and his man may not issue 

however from their den until the chief calls “Cow Catcher” or some other signal as 

explained below. As in the previous case when a prisoner is caught, he and his captors 

  



 

 

hurry to the den to avoid the buffeting of the other players. Each time that the Red Lion 

goes forth all of his prisoners must go with him. The method in which they go however 

and in which they capture their prey will be determined by the signals of the chief. 

When he calls “Cow catcher”, they must all run out in a long string hand in hand and 

capture their prisoner by any two in the line slipping their clasped hands over his head. 

If the chief calls “Tight” the Red Lion and his men go forth in the same way holding 

hands and try to capture a player by surrounding him and so take him to the den. 

Should the chief call “Doubles” then the Red Lion and his men come forth two by two 

and try to capture their prisoners. The order in which these varied commands are given 

is entirely at the discretion of the chief. At any time when the Red Lion and his men are 

out on the hunt any of the other players may try to break apart the clasped hands of the 

hunters. Whenever this is done the lions must rush back to their den being driven back 

and buffeted by the outside players. The game ends when all of the men have been 

captured by the Red Lions party. The last man to be caught is the winner and becomes 

Red Lion for the next game. 

Interpersonal: 

Would you expect the Lion and the Mouse from Aesop’s Fable to get along at a party?  

Write a few paragraphs (or an essay per your grade level and advanced writing) for this 

assignment.  Have students type up their essays to put into a booklet for each student to 

take home. 

Intrapersonal: 

Just as there can be no great heroes without great villains, there can be no Courage 

without Kindness and Caring for others.  Courage can be a trickster like that – it often 

looks different from the outside to the way you would expect it to feel on the inside. This 

is because Courage and Kindness must always exist together. If there is no perseverance, 

there can be no strength both mentally and physically.   1. After a discussion on Courage, 

what does it mean for the Mouse to be courageous enough to stand up to a bully and 

predator?  The students will write an essay at the length required of their grade level on 

this question: “Why do we have to be courageous when facing bullies?”  

Linguistic Verbal: 

In the English language, to describe someone as “lionhearted” means that they are 

courageous and brave.  Only one man has been nicknamed “Liion-Hearted.  His name 

was King Richard I of England.  Students will research King Richard I the Lionhearted to 

find out why this was his nickname. 

The Answer:  King Richard was the third son of King Henry II of England. He served as 

the King of England from the year 1189 until the time of his death. King Richard was 

also known as Richard Cœur de Lion, or simply, King Richard the Lionheart. Why 

Lionheart?  First, King Richard had a reputation as a great military leader and warrior. 

He commanded a revolt against his own father and became a Christian commander 

during the Third Crusade. Second, Lionheart means brave, sometimes courageous. 

People say that a person is a Lionheart when this person shows exceptional courage and 

bravery.  

Logical-Mathematical: 

1. 
When Cinderella went to the Prince’s Ball, there were 32 other ladies with their 

pairs of shoes.  When Cinderella lost one of her slippers as she ran away, how many 

shoes were at the Ball in all?   

2. 
After Cinderella ran away from the Ball, the Prince and his 5 horsemen each took a 

royal carriage to find Cinderella. 

3. 
4 horses were pulling each of these royal carriages.  How many horses were used in 

all? 

Music: 

The teacher will pass out the lyrics to the song in the live action film Cinderella from the 

Disney video.  After listening to the song, students should write down whether the 

music really suits the story about Cinderella.  Does the song make Cinderella sound 



courageous and strong, or does it exaggerate Cinderella as an unbelievable character?  

Which instruments are used in this song?  What instruments could be used to make 

Cinderella sound strong?   

“Strong” Lyrics from Cinderella 

In a perfect storybook, the world is brave and good 

A hero takes your hand, a sweet love will follow 

But life’s a different game, the sorrow, and the pain 

Only you can change your world tomorrow 

Let your smile light up the sky 

Keep your spirit soaring high 

Trust in your heart and your sun shines forever and ever 

Hold fast to kindness, your light shines forever and ever 

I believe in you and me 

We are strong 

When it ‘once upon a time’ in stories and in rhyme 

A moment you can shine and wear your own crown 

Be the one that rescues you 

Through the clouds, you’ll see the blue 

Naturalistic: 

Students will write a few paragraphs up an essay (depending on ability) on the activities 

that lions do in the wild.  The teacher will place these essays on the board.  Students will 

type these essays and turn in a clean copy for a booklet to be sent home.   

Here are a few of these activities that students can consider:  Hunting, eating, protecting 

territory, mating, establishing pack leadership and caring for the young. Male and 

female lions have different responsibilities. Males aim to establish and maintain 

dominance and father cubs. Females provide for and protect pride members.  In small 

groups students will create active and type of games to be played outside at recess.  The 

teacher will take a Friday for the students to teach students from other classes how to 

play the participation games outside. 

Visual-Spatial:   
1. 

Teacher will need to have a few lion puzzles in the classroom for small groups to 

put the puzzles together.  The Media Specialist will probably have some in the 

library.   

2. Have a fun board game day. 

EXISTENTIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Existentialist thinkers frequently explore issues related to the meaning, purpose, and value of human existence.  An 

existential crisis means that you are starting to find yourself, your true self. And if you follow that path to its 

conclusion, you’ll find that life is much simpler than what it was before, that your self is an illusion and much of 

what we give value to in life, has little to no meaning; certainly not in the way we thought of as before. Now people 

can go on walking safaris to see real lions in the wilds of Africa in Masai Mara, Africa.  A walking safari is an 

adventurous activity where guests embark on slow paced, guided walks with the primary objective to explore 

different wildlife species along the bush. The small details that are overlooked on game drives become more 

apparent from the slower pace and lower angle of being on foot.  Most lions flee from people on foot, but an attack 

is a possibility and knowing how to react could save your life. Walking safaris are a relatively new concept, and 

lions still perceive humans on foot as a threat.  The teacher will show the students the YouTube video called 

Elephants and Lions on Safari by Safari Live.  After watching the video, students will write an essay/story on who 

they are and where they believe their path to the future lies, comparing themselves to lions in the wild.  Students 

can use first person “I” as a lion for this essay/ story. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meaning_of_life
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Value_(ethics)


 

MULTICULTURAL ACTIVITIES 

Art: 
Students will learn how to draw a lion through a video on YouTube.  There are 

several videos on YouTube and they range from easy to a little more difficult. 

Drama: 

In small groups Students will create a short play about being courageous by being 

kind.  Students have free choice on a scenario for this play. Students will then act 

out their new plays for the classroom.   

Mathematical: 

1. 
Simba the Lion King is 15 pounds lighter than his Father.  If Simba weighs 

the average weight of 400 pounds for a male lion, what is Simba’s weight? 

2. 
In the zoo, there are a female lion and a male lion. The male lion is 167 kg, 

and the female lion is 20 kg lighter than the male lion. How much does the 

female lion weigh? 

Musical: 

The teacher will give out the lyrics to the song The Circle of Life from the Lion 

King. Now ask the students to explain this song means and how this links to their 

lives.   

Physical: 

This activity is called “I am as Courageous as…”  The class will state this out 

loud, then a student will silently act out an animal that he considers to be 

courageous.  The student who gives the right answer first will then come up to 

the front and these actions will be repeated. 

Games: 

As a review, students will create their own games using Cinderella, the Lion 

King, or any other book or idea covered in these lessons.  Once done, the teacher 

will hold a few Fridays as Game Day Afternoon so all the games can be played. 

Super Teacher Tools has a free Spinner online that can be used by the students.   

Photography and Art: 

This is a funny picture of a lion having a weird 

moment.  What has made the lion make this face?  Is 

he laughing or did he lap up a sour drink?  Ask the 

students to write stories on what causes this lion to 

make this very weird face at the camera. 

  



 

CONCLUSION 

After all the activities and discussion in the class on the story The Lion and the Mouse by Aesop, students will 

understand the setting and the hidden meanings behind Courage, Kindness, and Caring. 

Checkpoint Review with Students 

1. Students will complete story maps on the story to show what they learned in the class.   

2. 

Review the information learned about The Lion and the Mouse and then give your students one or more of 

the excellent quizzes that are free online on the website Quizizz.  Once on Quizizz, search for the story.  

Note:  There are other quizzes on there for the other books in this lesson plan so the teacher can pick or 

choose the ones needed. 

 
 


